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1. Introduction

SLS\textsuperscript{1}, DMLS\textsuperscript{2} and SLM\textsuperscript{3} belong to the family of additive manufacturing technologies (we will use term Metal Laser Sintering technologies or MLS abbreviation further in text due to simplicity) that build the geometry of the part by solidification of metal powders using laser power (Kruth et al., 2005; Khaing, 2001). What particularly distinguishes them from other additive technologies is the possibility to produce fully functional metal parts. This feature as well as the ability to create highly complex geometrical shapes, which are often not possible, or at least very difficult to make by conventional manufacturing processes, promote these technologies as perfect candidates for moulding and rapid tooling (RT) (Simchi et al., 2003; Pessard et al. 2008). This is why MLS technologies attract a great attention of mouldmakers for more than a decade. On the other side, the whole range of features of the parts that are manufactured by MLS technologies such as high price of metal powder, porosity, chemical reactivity, then the limitations regard to geometric accuracy, available materials, size of building chambers and necessity for additional post-processing create a barrier for the application of these technologies in manufacturing of moulds.

Especially, production of large parts and moulds rich in small and complex geometric details, such as tyre tread pattern mould, still remains a great challenge for MLS. Nevertheless, it is very interesting to find out whether and how MLS technologies could be employed for manufacturing of these kind of moulds. In these cases, there is a clue that usage of MLS could be made worthwhile, but it could require specific tooling approaches to be considered. In this chapter, an application study is presented which concerns application of metal laser sintering technologies for rapid tooling in application to tyre tread pattern mould.

2. Review of applications of DMLS/SLS/SLM in RT

Over the years there are more and more examples of application of MLS technologies in rapid tooling. What makes them a particularly attractive in the mould industry is the ability to create and integrate so called conformal channels into injection molds or other tooling,

\textsuperscript{1} Selective Laser Sintering
\textsuperscript{2} Direct Metal Laser Sintering
\textsuperscript{3} Selective Laser Melting
which can reduce injection cycle times between 30 and 60 percent over conventional tools and even increase parts quality (Xu et al., 2001).

Some industrial case studies of laser sintered injection moulds using DMLS and SLS have been reported in (Voet et al., 2005). These cases show that it is possible to manufacture moulds with MLS technologies, where cavity depth and complexity do not limit the process. However, finishing of laser sintered parts using traditional manufacturing technologies is proved to be necessary.

There are also reports on successful use of combination of indirect SLS and machining processes to create injection mould tools which have been evaluated in industrials trials. (Ilyas et al., 2010; King & Tansey, 2003).

One of many examples that confirm the benefits and importance of making conformal channels using MLS technologies (in this case SLM) is presented in (Campanelli et al., 2010) where SLM is used for creation of jig for welding of constituent parts of titanium alloy intramedullary nail.

MLS technologies are also used for die-casting applications. In (Ferreira, 2004) author presented good results in application of DMLS for manufacturing of die inserts for shoot squeeze moulding under full production conditions (for 3750 sand moulds). DMLS shows benefits in reducing manufacturing time and achieving acceptable geometrical accuracy of die, both for low and medium production.

Mainly, all of these examples are related to application of these technologies for manufacturing of relatively small parts and small size moulds. One of the main features that have been observed regarding the use of MLS technologies in tools manufacturing is that the quality of tools significantly depends on the composition and grain sizes of the powder as well as sintering conditions. Small grain sizes of powder provide better overall geometrical accuracy and surface quality. Yet, some practical problems as powder removal and porosity should be further solved.

3. Fabrication of tyre vulcanization mould

Tyre vulcanization mould is a very specific and complex kind of mould that can be considered as a large tool (Fig.1).

![Fig. 1. Tyre vulcanization mould.](www.intechopen.com)
It is characterized by large number of very complex geometrical features, which are often very difficult to machine in a conventional way. The most complex part of the mould is tread pattern ring (further in text \textit{tread ring}) (Fig.2) which is characterized by inverse tyre tread geometry. The complexity of tread ring is manifested primarily by its toroidal shape containing different kind of ribs (circumferential, lateral, esthetic and sipes or lamellas) (Stojkovic & Trajanovic, 2001; Stojkovic et al. 2003; Stojkovic et al. 2005a, 2005b; Chu et al 2006; Lee, 2008).

![CAD models of a) tyre tread segment and b) segment of tread ring of tyre mould.](image1)

In addition, the mould is characterized by considerable difference in dimensions between the smallest and biggest geometrical features (Fig.3).

![Dimensional range of geometrical features of the tread ring segment.](image2)
3.1 Conventional tooling

Conventional manufacturing process of tread ring involves complex (4- or 5-axis) machining and precise die-casting, which make tooling process very intricate, time consuming and expensive (Fleming, 1995). Therefore, development of new tyre models is limited in great extent by the manufacturability of tread ring and its geometrical features. There are two main conventional approaches in manufacturing of the tread ring as it is explained by (Salaorni & Pizzini, 2000; Knedla, 2000).

1. Direct manufacturing of mould segments is used for getting the so-called engraved moulds, which can be produced by two different manufacturing procedures:
   a. Engraving of mould segments by 5-axis CNC milling machines (Fig. 4).
   b. Electro-discharge machining of tread ring by sinking tread-like copper or brass electrode.

![Fig. 4. Tread ring segment made by engraving on CNC.](image)

2. Indirect manufacturing is used for getting the so-called casted moulds. These moulds are usually produced by standard three-step casting procedure (Chu et al., 2006; Fleming, 1995). This is the most often used manufacturing procedure for this purpose and it is appropriate for manufacturing of all kind of segmented moulds.

The moulds which are manufactured by this procedure are shown in Fig. 5.a and Fig. 5.b.

![Fig. 5. a) Monoblock tyre vulcanization mould system b) 1/8 of tread ring segment.](image)
3.1.1 Utilization features of the conventionally manufactured moulds

The tread rings that are produced by conventional manufacturing procedures should meet certain specifications which are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal dimension tolerances</td>
<td>±0.2mm on overall diameter of tyre (app. up to 600mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface roughness</td>
<td>Ra=3.2 - 6.30 (µm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working temperature and pressure</td>
<td>180 ºC / 21 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>70HRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>122 - 134 W/(mK) 25 °C - 200 ºC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion and wear resistance</td>
<td>2500 to 3000 vulcanization cycles before regular maintenance procedure (sandblasting, laser cleaning, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Specifications (utilization features) of tread ring (data source: Rubber product company Tigar Tyres, now incorporated in Michelin).

3.2 MLS technologies for tyre tread ring mould fabrication

First of all, one should notice that all kind of layer manufacturing technologies (the whole family of so-called rapid prototyping (RP) technologies) attract a great attention of tyre mould makers because of their remarkable capabilities to produce almost any kind of shape in a relatively simple way. Although, there is a possibility to use all kind of RP technologies, MLS technologies appear as the most suitable for alternative production process of tread rings of tyre moulds (Milovanovic et al., 2005; Milovanovic, 2006; Milovanovic et al., 2009).

Compared to other RP technologies the greatest strength of MLS technologies is certainly the possibility to create fully functional parts i.e. parts of the mould with any shape that can be found on the tread ring. In addition, the simplicity of digital model preprocessing and fabrication process planning usually takes 10% of time which has to be invested in CAPP/CAM\(^5\) activities that precede CNC machining\(^6\). The time savings for the model preprocessing cause a secondary, but very important advantage. It is manifested in the extraordinary flexibility of tyre development. The simplicity of building the mould prototype contributes to the easier and faster development and testing of new tyres.

One of the most important limitations of MLS technology applications in the production of tyre mould is the size of chambers (Table 2). Concerning the application of MLS in tyre moulding, the largest piece of tread ring for the passenger tyre 205/60 R15 is 1/8 segment (Table 3).

\(^4\) This values are given for silumin, which is commonly used alloy for tyre mould manufacturing (eutectic alloy AlSi, with 12 % Si).

\(^5\) CAPP – Computer Aided Process Planning, CAM – Computer Aided Manufacturing

\(^6\) Summary report on project No. 0231 „Computer aided tire development“(2002-2005) that was was conducted at University of Nis, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Nis under the sponsorship of Ministry of Science, Technology and Development of Serbia for Rubber Products Company TIGAR from Pirot, Serbia. (in Serbian)
Table 2. Maximal part building area of SLM/SLS/DMLS chambers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Building area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLM (MCP Realizer&lt;sup&gt;SLM&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>250 x 250 x 240 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLS (Vanguard SLS)</td>
<td>370 x 320 x 445 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMLS (EOSINT 270)</td>
<td>250 x 250 x 215 (mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Segment size for particular tyre dimension 205/60 R15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tyre size</th>
<th>1/12 segment (mm)</th>
<th>1/9 segment (mm)</th>
<th>1/8 segment (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>205/60 R15</td>
<td>L&lt;164 W&lt;200</td>
<td>L&lt;216 W&lt;200</td>
<td>L&lt;242 W&lt;200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to identify whether these technologies meet specific values of utilization features, an application study was performed.

4. Application study

The application study was consisted of two parts. The first one is focused on question whether the MLS technologies could be used for manufacturing the tread ring finding out what are the utilization features of samples produced by MLS. In addition, this part of application study had to show what MLS technology is the most suitable one for tread ring manufacturing.

The second part of application study was devoted to answer following question: if there is any kind of MLS technology that fulfills requirements in regard to utilization features then, how that or these MLS technology(ies) should be employed to manufacture tread ring in a worthwhile manner.

4.1 Application study of SLM/SLS/DMLS – Technology issues

Application study of SLM, SLS and DMLS technology is performed with one-pitch-segments (1/128 of the tread ring), which are shown on Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The one-pitch-segments made by SLM, SLS and DMLS technology.
Materials

Materials used for building the tread ring segment are the latest member to the family of metals for use with the SLM, SLS and DMLS systems and have the best properties among the available metal materials for these technologies. Selected materials are 1.4404 (316L) stainless steel metal powder (SLM), Laserform A6 (SLS) and Direct Steel H20 (DMLS).

- 316 L is stainless steel metal powder of single composition. No heat treatment or infiltration of other material is required. The variety of possible used powder materials which are commercially available is one of the very important advantages of SLM process. The material powder pallet started from aluminum, zinc, bronze, over high grade steel powders, titanium, chromium-cobalt, silicon carbide up to the tool steel powder.

- Laserform A6 is polymer (binder) coated steel powder. During the build process the binder is sintered. The resulting part is exposed to a 24h furnace cycle, where the binder is burned off and bronze is infiltrated into the part. As a result, the metal prototype with 80% stainless and 20% bronze is obtained.

- Direct Steel H20 is a very fine grained steel-based metal powder with properties similar to conventional steel tool. As a result, after sintering we obtain alloy steel prototype containing Cr, Ni, Mo, Si, V, and C.

Important information for the application study is the material costs. Here is material price ratio based on data that has come down from 2006: 1(SLM): 1.96(SLS): 2.31(DMLS).

Machines

Machines used for making these segments were:

- SLM - MCP RealizerSLM with Nd: YAG laser 100W.
- SLS - Vanguard HS with CO₂ laser 100W.
- DMLS - EOSINT M270 with Yb fiber laser 200W.

4.1.1 Utilization features of mould segments made by SLM/SLS/DMLS

Density

Density is measured using a test cubes. Results of density are shown in Table 4. It should be noted that the porosity of the segments is not necessarily disadvantage. To some extent, porosity can be useful if it provides a better, i.e. thorough ventilation of the mould in the process of vulcanization.

Surface roughness

Surface roughness directly affects on tyre appearance and wear resistance. In addition, surface roughness of tread ring segments affects on mould durability and its maintenance costs. Surface roughness was measured by Mitutoyo surftest SJ-301 (Fig. 7).

The obtained values of surface roughness for the one-pitch segments are shown in Table 4. The results of measurement show that SLM segment has poor surface quality:

- The values of roughness on vertical surfaces are in range of 20µm to 50µm.
- The roughness of tread ring bottom surface, which is almost horizontal, is out of the measuring range.
• The slanted lateral sides of the mould ridges show staircase structure and inappropriate surface roughness of 75µm.

Considering that mould segment requires a good surface quality and a very good accuracy SLM segment needs more than five hours of post processing.

![Surface roughness measurement](image1)

**Fig. 7.** Surface roughness measurement; a) SLM segment - measurement in slanted lateral side of central ridge region; b) SLS segment - measurement in circular ridge region; c) DMLS segment - measurement in tread ring bottom surface region.

**Hardness**

Hardness is measured using Rockwell and Brinell device. Results of hardness are shown in Table 4.

Results show that the segment made by DMLS technology has significantly higher values than SLS and SLM segments. All segments can be heat treated and increase those values if necessary.

**Geometrical accuracy**

One of the most important issues is the geometrical i.e. dimensional accuracy of the segment. This is especially significant according to the fact that accuracy here is maintained on large difference in dimensions between the smallest and biggest geometrical features.

Considering the importance of this parameter, the accuracy of the model is diagnosed in two ways. The first approach is based on geometry comparison between the native CAD...
model, which was the input file for the RP machines, and the healed CAD models (Fig. 8). These healed models were reversely designed from scanned metal segments (SLM, SLS and DMLS).

Fig. 8. Comparison between the native CAD model versus scanned metal segments.

The second approach of geometrical accuracy analysis employs Steinbichler optical measurement system. The Fig. 9 shows result window of dimensional accuracy for DMLS segment measured by Steinbichler optical measurement system.

Fig. 9. Geometrical accuracy of DMLS segment.
The results of accuracy for SLM, SLS and DMLS segments (≈ 88 × 33 × 25 mm) are shown in Table 4.

Manufacturing time and post processing

Manufacturing time and post processing are parameters which have a very important role in determining whether these technologies are competitive to conventional technologies or not. The shortest manufacturing time (including post-processing) is needed for the DMLS segment (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SLM</th>
<th>SLS</th>
<th>DMLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface roughness</td>
<td>Rz = 20 - 50 µm without any post treatment</td>
<td>Ra ≈ 5 - 9 µm Rz = 16.60 µm - 35 µm without any post processing Ra ≈ 4 µm after polishing</td>
<td>Ra ≈ 3.78 – 5.60 µm Rz = 16-25 µm after shotpeening. Ra ≈ 1 µm after polishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>72 HRB 130 HB</td>
<td>89 HRB 180 HB. It can be significantly increase by heat treatment</td>
<td>34 HRC 319 HB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.10 mm</td>
<td>0.120 mm</td>
<td>0.05 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing time</td>
<td>15h</td>
<td>3-4h + 24h</td>
<td>14h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post processing</td>
<td>Because of very poor surface finish at least few hours of polishing.</td>
<td>Necessary – at least one hour of polishing</td>
<td>Sawing from building platform, support removal, shotpeening (30 min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Utilization features of mould segments made by SLM, SLS and DMLS.

The general comparison between technologies which were the subject of this experimental study is shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP technology</th>
<th>Geometrical accuracy</th>
<th>Hardness</th>
<th>Surface roughness</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Chemical reactivity 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLS</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Reactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMLS</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Non-reactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Non-reactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Final comparison table.

7 In the specific case of tyre vulcanization environment.
According to the results of measured parameter, it can be concluded that DMLS technology shows better results than SLS and SLM in all relevant areas (hardness, accuracy, surface finish, manufacturing time, post processing time). Considering this DMLS appears to be the most appropriate alternative to the conventional manufacturing methods.

In order to obtain results for other features of DMLS segment (temperature and pressure endurance, thermal conductivity, wear resistance and chemical reactivity) a test tread ring was assembled in which one of its segments was DMLS segment. The test mould was exposed to the real conditions in standard vulcanization process cycle. The results of the test demonstrated that the DMLS one-pitch-segment fulfills this set of utilization features, too.

5. Application study – Tooling issues

Even though DMLS segments that are sintered by DMLS fulfill all the utilization features, still tooling strategy and related economic issues remain to be considered. Generally, there are two different tooling strategies, which can utilize DMLS for tyre tread ring fabrication: fully-direct strategy and semi-direct strategy (Milovanovic et al., 2009).

5.1 Fully-direct rapid tooling strategy

This production strategy anticipates direct laser sintering of large segments or one-pitch-segments of the tread ring. In addition, this RT strategy appears to be the simplest and the most flexible. Low speed of volume sintering (about 1650 mm$^3$/h) makes this RT strategy economically unacceptable for the particular case of tread ring volume. Results from case study showed that DMLS system can make 16 one-pitch-segments for 150 working hours. Considering that one tread ring usually includes 128 one-pitch-segments fully-direct RT strategy needs 1200hr of DMLS.

In order to be competitive to CNC direct engraving, fully direct RT should be much faster process (no more than 240 hours), and costs should not exceed the costs of the production mould (12000$).

Another important shortcoming of fully-direct RT strategy is the high price of H20 steel powder. Material costs of H20 increase total production costs cumulatively. In the case of rapid tooling of prototype mould by DMLS, economic indexes are better.

5.2 Semi-direct strategy

The so-called semi-direct tooling strategy does not aim to utilize DMLS for direct fabrication of tread ring or its segments. This strategy attempts to optimize DMLS utilization in order to get the very best of the technology (easiness to plan the production process and manufacture complex geometry, fulfillment of utilization features) and, at the same time, to reduce the costs by reducing volume to sinter (reducing the time and usage of expensive material consequently).

Semi-direct RT strategy employs DMLS technology for sintering the form of tyre tread segments, so called master models (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10. Sintered master model of the tyre tread pitch.

After the post processing (removing from platform, cleaning and shotpeening as well as additional machining), the master model is used as an insert for die-casting (Panjan et al., 2005) of the AlSi tread ring segments. The next step is die-casting of the aluminum one-pitch-segments of the mould as it is shown in Fig.11 and Fig. 12.

After casting of the one-pitch-segment of the mould (Fig. 13), it is necessary to post-process it by removing the gates, runners and burrs.
Fig. 11. Die-casting mould.

Fig. 12. Die-casting of one-pitch-segment of tread ring.
Finally, the one-pitch-segments are used to assemble the tread ring of the tyre vulcanization mould (Fig. 14). In this tooling strategy, the tread ring is assembled from AlSi one-pitch-segments as a large jig-saw puzzle tool, thus the utilization features are the same as they are for the tread rings that are produced by conventional three-steps casting procedure.

Fig. 13. Casted one-pitch-segment of tread ring.

Fig. 14. Assembly of one-pitch-segments makes tread ring (segments).
5.2.1 Limitations on semi-direct RT strategy

Considering that the tread ring of the tyre vulcanization mould is of toroidal shape, it is very difficult to cast larger segments of the ring. If the segments are large (like 40° or 1/9 segments), the surfaces of the ribs that are presented at the tread ring are more slanted. This can cause opening of the mould impossible. Another constraint, which prevents from casting larger segments of the tread ring, is very specific disposition of the so-called pitches of the tyre tread. Usually, tyre tread has three or five different types of pitches that are characterized by slightly different geometry (Stojkovic & Trajanovic, 2001; Stojkovic et al., 2003; Stojkovic et al., 2005a, 2005b; Chu et al., 2006; Lee, 2008). These different pitches are repeated on the tyre tread by very specific disposition. Actually, this disposition has crucial influence on tyre vibration and noise (Sandberg & Ejsmont, 2002). Thus it is economically inappropriate to cast several different larger segments that include different combination of pitches. In addition, the larger segments take more metal powder and more production time, which finally affects on the higher production costs for material and maintenance of the RP system. In the case where it is necessary to produce 360 of 1/9 segments of tread rings (average series of 40 tyre moulds with 9 segments), the costs become unacceptable. The optimal solution is tread ring assembled from one-pitch-segments, where each mould segment corresponds to appropriate tyre tread pitch.

5.2.2 Time and costs consideration

The time and costs in semi-direct RT strategy are much more reduced as compared to the fully-direct strategy. In the case of five different pitches, DMLS system sinters them for about 50 working hours (Table 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sintering of 1 one-pitch-segment</th>
<th>Post-processing time for 1 one-pitch-segment</th>
<th>Set of 5 one-pitch-segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (min)</td>
<td>600 (10h)</td>
<td>3150 (52,5h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing cost ($)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Time and costs for direct metal sintering of one-pitch-segments.

After the post processing of five master models, that takes 3h, 5120 of AlSi-alloy segments (128 jigsaw puzzles × 40 moulds) is moulded in fast die-casting process (Table 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 segment (( V = 21 \text{ cm}^3, \ m = 59 \text{ g}))</th>
<th>Segment post-processing (removing the gates, runners and burrs)</th>
<th>128 segments (one mould set)</th>
<th>5120 segments (set for series of 40 production moulds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (min) (^*)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>9200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing cost ($)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>(~ 6000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Time and costs for die-casting of series of mould segments.

\(^*\) Processing cost does not include H20 material costs.

\(^*\) The time for die-casting of five puzzles is 22 sec., in the tool that has 5 nests.
Duration of the die-casting process depends on number of the nests in the die as well as on the number of available die-cast machines. Whatever, we can claim that semi-direct RT strategy could make significant savings as compared to CNC engraving strategy, and conventional CNC-three-step-casting strategy.

6. Conclusion

The results of the first part of application study, in which utilization features were in focus, clearly showed that DMLS is the best choice among other MLS technologies for rapid tooling of the tread ring. The second part of the study, which took into consideration economic issues of tooling process in whole, leads to the conclusion that just small and thin i.e. skinny pieces (small volume and mass) with high complexity of geometry should be considered as candidates for using DMLS. Having that in mind as, well as the size and complexity of the mould, a conclusion was imposed that DMLS in this very particular case is worthwhile to be used just for fabrication of the set of inserts for die-cast mould that will be used for casting of one-pitch tyre tread ring segments. In the comparison to the conventional tooling processes, this, so-called semi-direct RT strategy is more direct, faster, simpler, more accurate and cheaper. At the same time, semi-direct RT strategy that utilizes DMLS technology is the most flexible procedure for manufacturing of prototype tread ring where the design changes are usually frequent.
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